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Oral History Interview with Pamela Buchannan Muirhead

On February 25, 2016 in the Hansen Student Center

Conducted by Meg Miner, Illinois Wesleyan Archivist

00:00:28 - Pamela Buchannan Muirhead introducing herself and her affiliation with Wesleyan

00:03:19 - Buchannan Muirhead discussing the search committee process

00:08:39 - Buchannan Muirhead telling a story about her students admiring Minor

00:14:17 - Buchannan Muirhead discussing Minor's collections of sheet music

00:17:53 - Buchannah Muirhead explaining the images herself and Minor enjoyed collecting and how others perceived them

00:19:58 - Buchannan Muirhead discussing her time as acting dean of the faculty

00:26:14 - Buchannan Muirhead discussing how to get Minor's attention

00:32:05 - Buchannan Muirhead discussing Minor's memory

00:43:21 - Bunchannan Muirhead discussing Minor's relationships with other people

00:47:10 - Bunchannan Muirhead talking about the Methodist Church and Minor

01:02:57 - Buchannan Muirhead discussing the spirit of Wesleyan when Minor came

01:07:02 - Buchannan Muirhead assessing the library before, during, and after Minor's time

01:17:19 - Buchannan Muirhead discussing the donation of books to the library

01:27:13 - Buchannan Muirhead discussing what Minor would have thought about the University auctioning his collection

01:29:59 - Buchannan Muirhead talking about Minor firing people

01:34:06 - Buchannan Muirhead giving a story about Minor and Ellen